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APPLIED NUCLEAR DATA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT
July 1 - September 30, 1981

Compiled by

P. G. Young

ABSTRACT

This progress report describes the activities of the
Los Alamos Nuclear Data Group for July 1 through September
30, 1981. The topical content is summarized in the Table
of Contents.

I. THEORY AND EVALUATION OF NUCLEAR CROSS SECTIONS

A. Calculations of Neutron Spectra from the n+d Reaction$: (G. M. Hale)

Spectra for light-particle reactions leading to three-body final states

are important in many applications because such reactions can occur at rela-

tively low energies. Typically, these spectra consist of relatively narrow

peaks on top of broad, underlying structures commonly attributed to “three-

body-phase space” contributions. However, such structure can also come from

cinematically broadened resonance effects, as, for instance, the contribution

from the n-a resonance in the 6Li(n,n’)da spectra calculations described in
1

a previous report.

\?ehave calculated neutron spectra from the n+d reaction using a resonance

model similar to that described in Ref. 1, except that interference between the

direct and exchange amplitudes has been taken into account, and an approximate

integral of the exchange contribution over the angles of the undetected par-

ticle has been replaced by the exact expression. The calculations for 14.1-MeV

incident neutrons are compared in Fig. 1 with spectra measured at two laboratory

*Much of this work was done while at Centre d’~tudes de Bruy&res-le-Ch&tel,France.
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angles. The calculations are normalized to the data at forward angles, and

there the agreement is good. At back angles, the calculated spectra over-

predict the data considerably.

Because the wavefunction is antisymmetric under exchange of the two neu-

trons, the singlet n-p resonance.(the “virtual” deuteron), which is essentially

all that is in the calculation, causes both the final-state-interactionpeak at

the upper end of the spectra and the broad central maximum at the forward

angles. Also, the interference term has an important effect on the spectral

shapes in this case. Thus, n+d spectra appear to be good examples of broad

structure coming from a cinematically broadened resonance, rather than from

three-body-phase space contributions.

Some of the assumptions and approximations that remain in the model are

being relaxed in an effort to improve the calculated spectra at back angles.

B. Analysis of n+
169

Tm Reactions [P. G. Young, E. D. Arthur; C. Philis,
P. Nagel, and M. Collin (Bruy=res-le-Ch~tel)]

As part of a program to produce reliable nuclear data calculations for

several Tm isotopes, a theoretical analysis of experimental data for n + 169Tm

reactions is in progress. In a previous progress report, Arthur2 described a

deformed optical model analysis that led to a set of parameters (referred to as

Set No. 1 here) in reasonable agreement with 165
Ho total cross sections between

0.05 and 20 MeV, s- and p-wave neutron strength functions for 165H0 elastic

165‘
angular distributions, and 16-MeV proton scattering data to the Ho ground

and first excited states. These parameters were applied to 169
Tm through use

of an isospin term in the real and imaginary well depths, along with adjustment

of the 132and P4 deformation parameters based on available systematic in this

mass region.

To test the parameters from this analysis, calculations were made of the
169

Tm total cross section and the 169
Tm(n,Y), (n,2n), and (n,3n) reactions at

neutron energies where data were available. The computer codes used were ECIS3

for the deformed optical model calculations, COMNUC4 for the (n,y) calcula-
5

tions, and GNASH for the (n,2n) and (n,3n) calculations. At most energies the

agreement with experiment was quite satisfactory; however, the calculated total

cross section was found to be systematically%4% lower than experiment at

energies between 8 and 12 MeV. Because of this disagreement, an effort was

made to further optimize the initial set of parameters by comparing trial and

3



169
error deformed optical model calculations with the Tm total cross section

165
and s-wave strength function, as well as the Ho data mentioned earlier.

The results of this analysis (referred to as Set No. 2) are compared to

the original analysis (Set No. 1) in the table and figures that follow. Table

I lists the two sets of deformed optical model parameters that were obtained.

Note that the only differences in the two parameter sets are in the f12defor-

mation, the radius parameter, and the surface-derivativeimaginary potential.

The calculated s- and p-wave neutron strength functions are compared with ex-

periment and systematic in Table II. Calculations with the two parameter sets
169

are compared to Tm total cross-sectionmeasurements in Fig. 2, to 16gTm(n,y)
169 169measurements in Fig. 3, to Tm(n,2n) measurements in Fig. 4, to Tm(n,3n)

165
measurements in Fig. 5, and to a Ho(n,n) elastic angular distribution mea-

surement at 11 MeV in Fig. 6. In all.cases,the same values for 2n<ry>/<D>

(= 0.0795) and for the preequilibrium parameters (g. =A/13, k= 130 MeV3)

were used in the calculations with the two deformed optical model parameteriza-

tions. To summarize the results, there appears to be good overall agreement

with experiment using both sets of parameters. There is some preference for

Set 2, however, on the basis of the total cross section, s-wave strength func-

tion, and (n,2n) cross-section comparisons.

TABLE I

n + 16’Tm OPTICAL MODEL

A. Common Parameters

‘R
=46.87 - 0.25 E

c

Parameters

a = 0.63

‘SD
= 3.6 + 0.6 E [Ec~6.5MeV] a=O.48

c

‘V=o
[Ec~9 MeV]

a = 0.63
= -1.8 + 0.2 Ec [Ec > 9MeV]

‘SO = 6.o a = 0.63

p4 = -0.01

4



TABLE I (Cent)

B. Parameter Differences

Set #1:

Set #2:

$2 = 0.288

‘o
= 1.26

‘SD = 7.5 - 0.1 (E - 6.5) [Ec > 6.5 MeV]
c

% = 0.31

‘o
= 1.27

‘SD = 7.2 - 0.03 (E - 6.o) [Ec > 6.OMeV]
c

aAll depths given in MeV, geometrical parameters in fm.

TABLE II

SUMMARY OF n + 169
‘m ‘o’ ‘1’ R’ RESULTS

Exp. Set #1 Set # 2

‘o

(x 10-4)

‘1

(x 10-4)

(:;

1.5 ~ 002 1.97 1.65

0.5 - 1.5a

7.7 & 0.5

aInferred from systematic

2.38

7.77

3.60

5
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c. Improvements of the Fission Channel in COMNUC (E. D. Arthur)

The fission channel representation in the Hauser-Feshbach statistical

model code COMNUC6 has been improved to incorporate more realistic methods

for determination of fission barrier penetrabilities, as well as increased

flexibility in the phenomenological description of transition-statedensities

at the barriers.

The previous version of COMI?UCin use at Los Alamos and Livermore for

many years employed a Hill-Wheeler7 inverted parabola to represent the fission

barrier, which results in a fission penetrability of the form

Pf = (1 + exp ( 2n/tno(Bf - E))-l (1)

where B and iIU.Iare the barrier height and curvature, respectively.
f

Low-lying

transition states could be specified explicitly, but at higher energies above

the barrier, the continuum of such states was represented by a Gilbert-Cameron8

level-density expression having essentially the same parameters as for the

ground-state deformation. A factor could be applied to the Fermi-gas para-

meter a to allow compression of the level density at the barrier.—

The presence of fission isomers, along with structure in fission probabil-
9,10ities obtained from direct-reaction studies and structure in (n,f) cross

sections, has lead to the formulation of a double-humped barrier model to ex-

plain such phenomena. In the new version of COMNUC, we have followed the tech-
9,10nique of Back et al. in which the one-dimensional double-humped barrier

shown in Fig. 7 is approximated, as in Fig. 8, by the two parabolic sections

joined smoothly at points a and b. With this representation,Six parameters
are needed to specify the barriers, their heights E

A
and EB, and curvatures

tnDA, hWB along with the height and curvature of the second minimum. An imag-

inary potential is introduced into the second well to simulate damping of the

Class II vibrational structure into the Class II compound states. The result-

ing penetrability calculated from such a double-humped model is not a smoothly

increasing function of energy as would be obtained from Eq. (l), but instead

includes structure occurring at energies corresponding to that of vibrational

Class II states, as shown in Fig. 9.

Where two such coupled oscillators represent the fission barrier, the total

fission transmission coefficient is obtained from the following schematic expres-
9sion

9



DEFORMAT 10N

Fig. 7.
A one-dimensional representation of the double-humped fission barrier. Class I
and 11 states occur in the first and second well, respectively, while above the
saddle points at A
followed at higher

and B, a spectrum of discrete barrier transition states occurs
energies by a continuum of such states.

V(6)4 EA fI CUA

EB fhLIB

/

6A

-w

‘Fig.8.

The approximation to the double-humped barrier shown in Fig. 7,which is used
to calculate fission penetrabilities. Three parabolas are joined smoothly at
points a and b. Also shown is the negative imaginary potential provided to
permit damping of the Class II states in the second well.
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‘A ‘B

‘F= ND+pA+pB ‘II
(2)

Here ND represents the portion of the directly transmitted flux summed over

transition states (and/or integrated over the continuum of such states). The

absorbed flux summed over transition states at barrier A (or integrated over

the continuum) is represented by NA. The quantities PA and PB consist of the

penetrabilities obtained from the Hill-Wheeler expression of Eq. (1) again

summed or integrated over discrete and continuum transition states. The factor

‘II
describes the strong fluctuations in the fission width that occur near

Class II states where strong coupling produces enhanced absorption. Likewise,

suppression occurs between such resonances. As shown in Eq. (2), such fluctua-

tions apply only to the flux absorbed in the second well at energies below the

barrier where Class II state widths are much smaller than their spacing. The
11computation of this factor is based on the results of Lynn and Back in which

a spectrum of equidistant Class II resonances of Lorentzian shape and equal

strength is assumed. In addition to these fluctuations, the width fluctuation

factor normally associated with the Hauser-Feshbach statistical expression must

be applied assuming a normal distribution having a width v given by the number

of open fission channels.

At excitation energies high above the barrier or for compound systems

where the barrier heights lie much lower than the neutron separation energy,

the damping of the Class II states increases, so that-in Eq. (2) ND+ O and

‘ABS + ‘A”
Thus, in the limit of strong damping, the expression for the fis-

sion transmission coefficient reduces to that for two uncoupled oscillators

‘A ‘B
‘F = PA+ PB ‘II

where

(3)

= Z (1 + exp(2n/iluJ‘A,B i A,B(EA,B
- Ei)jl + J-pA’Bo + exp 2T@iL.uAB(EA ~ - &)J1 ds .

9 s

(4)

12



To reduce computation times in strongly damped cases, expression (3) is used to

calculate the fission width.

Important to the calculation of the fission transmission coefficient using

expressions (2) or (3) is an adequate representation of the transition states

lying above the barrier. Thus, up to 50 such states can be supplied to the

code. Above the last discrete transition state a phenomenological level den-
8

sity expression consisting of constant-temperatureand Fermi-gas forms is

used. It has been shown by Gavron et al.
12

in the analysis of rn/rf ratios and

by Bj#rnholm et al.13 from theoretical arguments that the level density at the

saddle points A or B will be enhanced over that assumed for the ground-state

deformation. The maximum enhancement occurs for cases having no symmetry, a

situation that occurs for the inner barrier of nuclides having Z >93. Other

symmetries, such as reflection or nonaxial symmetry, reduce the enhancement over

this extreme case. The second barrier is generally considered to be mass

asymmetric (no reflection symmetry) with a resulting enhancement of two, al-

though increased enhancements are possible. Thus, in the new COMNUC version,

an effort has been made to incorporate the general principles governing such

enhancements while maintaining the flexibility needed to reproduce measured

(n,f) cross sections. The level density used at barrier A or B is first cal-

culated using the basic Gilbert-Cameronphenomenological model. It is then

multiplied directly by an enhancement factor provided separately for barrier A

or B. Since these factors are proportional to the spin cutoff parameter o (the

maximum for cases having no symmetry being (J&), the energy dependence is

taken to be proportional to U* 2since 0 = 0.088 A2’3 KU in the Gilbert-Cameron

model. From preliminary calculations on
235,238U and 239,242PU the use of

9

this approach has resulted in good fits to measured (n,f) cross sections with

enhancement factors that agree with those obtained in more ❑icroscopic calcula-

tions.
14

In addition to these fission channel improvements, COMNUC has been up-

graded to include inelastic scattering from up to 40 target nucleus levels.

Also the constant temperature parameters are now adjusted automatically, based

13

on information provided concerning the cumulative number of levels occurring at

a given excitation energy.



D. Average Neutronic Properties of “Prompt” Fission Products (D. G. Foster,

Jr.)

At the request of users of the data sets generated from our “prompt”

fission-productevaluation,
15,16

the energy range has been extended below 1

keV, so that it now covers the full ENDF/B range of 10-5 eV to 20 MeV. The

sub-keV range is assumed to have a constant elastic cross section equal to the

value calculated at 1 keV. The slow-neutron cross section is taken to be the
135

cross section of the ground state of Xe multiplied by its prompt yield for

fast fission of 235U or 239Pu, respectively. We assume the
135Xe cross section

behaves as I/v below thermal, rises linearly on a log-log scale from thermal to

its maximum near 0.1 eV, and drops linearly on a log-log scale above the maxi-

mum with the same slope as the measured total cross section. Because the calcu-

lated capture cross section of the fission fragments just above 1 keV is also a
135

straight line on a log-log plot, we follow the Xe cross section down until

it intersects the extrapolated fission-fragmentcross section near 1 eV, and

transfer there to the extrapolated line. The result is illustrated in Fig. 10.

The photon-production cross section shown in the figure assumes that the multi-

plicity is constant below 1 keV.

Because the yield of ground-state
135

Xe is about fivefold greater for fast

fission of
239Pu than for

235
U, our assumed slow-neutron cross sections exhibit

the same factor-of-five difference. The COMNUC and GNASH calculations indicate

that the capture cross section of
239

Pu fragments is about a factor-of-two
235

greater than for Pu fragments above 1 keV. This higher energy difference

does not appear, on closer examination, to be the chance effect of one anoma-

lous target nuclide in our ten-nuclide averages. On the contrary, it appears

to be a true systematic effect of the

fragments.

Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the

the course of this program. There do

greater average mass of the plutonium

neutron and photon spectra calculated in

not appear to

between the spectra for the two targets, other than

different thresholds and of discrete transitions at

The final report on the program will be issued

National Laboratory report LA-9168-MS.

be pronounced differences

the expected effects of

low bombarding energies.

shortly as a Los Alamos

14
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E. New Calculation of Prompt Fission Neutron Spectrum N(E) and Average

Prompt Neutron Multiplicity C- [D. G. Madland and J. R. Nix (T-9)]

An extensive manuscript summarizing this work has been completed and sub-

mitted to Nuclear Science and Engineering for publication. The work has shown

that N(E) and VP can be accurately predicted to within a few per cent, given

certain well-measured fission-relatedquantities, and otherwise to within

perhaps 5-10% when these same quantities are instead calculated. We have

found that it is necessary to take into account the facts that fission frag-

ments are formed with a distribution of excitation energy and that the inverse

process of compound-nucleus formation is energy dependent. We have learned

that it is essential to calculate N(E) and ~ simultaneously to ensure accurate
P

results. We have shown that the dependence of ~ on incident neutron energy is
P

not strictly linearpas is almost always assumed, but that the dependence is

somewhat weaker than a linear assumption. Using a method to extract multiple-

chance fission probabilities from total fission-cross-sectionmeasurements, we

have determined that at high excitation of the fissioning nucleus, multiple-

chance fission processes must be included in the calculation of N(E) but that

they have only a slight effect on ~ . Finally, we have developed a method by
P

which our exact calculations involving numerical integrations can be simulated

with closed-form expressions, which simplifies enormously the application of

our approach to practical problems.

The calculations to date have been performed for a single choice of’the

nuclear level-densityparameter and without the use of any further adjustable

parameters. For the purposes of nuclear evaluation in those circumstances

where experimental prompt fission neutron spectra exist, the nuclear level-

density parameters could be adjusted to optimally reproduce the experimental

spectra for the nucleus in question. However, a large change in the nuclear

level-density parameter will affect the value of the calculated ~ . Thus, care
P

must be exercised in such an approach.

Certain additional studies are suggested by our work. These include an

improved calculation of the average fission energy release <Er>, the use of a

more realistic form of the fission-fragmentnuclear temperature distribution

P(T) than the triangular form currently used, and the relaxation of the assump-

tion that, on the average, equal numbers of neutrons are emitted by the light

and heavy fragment groups.

17



F. Prompt Fission Neutron Spectrum Matrix for 235U (D. G. Madland)

A prompt fission neutron spectrum matrix N(E,En) has been calculated to

provide a chi matrix for use in applied physics considerations. The matrix has

been calculated using the theory of Refs. 17-23. The case calculated is that
235

of the neutron-induced fission of U for incident neutron energies En, rang-

ing from O MeV to 15 MeV, and for secondary neutron energies E, ranging from

10-5 MeV to 50 MeV. The effects of, and competition between, first-chance,

second-chance, and third-chance fission are included in the calculation. The

matrix is defined such that

f’N(N,En)dE = 1
0

for each value of E . The units of E and N(E,En) are MeV and MeV-l, respec-

tively. [For Los A~amos users, the matrix N(E,En) is available on the CFS as

the green file U5MTRX, which is accessed with the command

MASS GET DIR=/081380/WCODESU5MTRX.

The file consists of 16 blocks of E,N(E,En) pairs in FORMAT(5X,lP6E15.6),

each block containing 581 pairs in 194 lines. The blocks are ordered in in-

creasing values of En in 1 MeV steps beginning with O MeV and ending with 15

MeV. In addition, the file U5MTCK, having the identical format, but cor-

responding to En values of 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 MeV, is available from the

same directory so that the user of U5MTRX can test various interpolation

schemes and/or increase the density of points at low incident neutron energy.]

Three-dimensional plots of the prompt fission neutron spectrum matrix are

shown in Figs. 13 and 14. In Fig. 13 an absolute plot of N(E,En) vs E and En

is shown for the ranges 10 keV < E < 15 MeV and O MeV < En < 15 MeV. In Fig.—— —

14 a ratio plot of R(E,En) = N(E,En)/N(E,O) vs E and En is shown for the ranges

10 keV < E < 20 MeV and 1 MeV ~ En ~ 15 MeV. These figures clearly illustrate——

the dependence of the matrix upon the incident neutron energy En, particularly

in the tail region corresponding to high secondary neutron energy E where the

matrix generally becomes harder with increasing En. The observed modulation of

this behavior is caused by multiple-chance fission effects. Specifically, as

E
n increases beyond about 6 MeV, the tail region softens somewhat because part

of the nuclear excitation energy is dissipated by the emission of a neutron

prior to fission.

13 MeV where part

neutrons prior to

18

This softening is observed again as En increases beyond about

of the excitation energy is dissipated by the emission of two

fission.



Fig. 13.

Prompt fission neutron spectrum matrix N(E,En) for the neutron-induced
fission of 235U as a function of the incident neutron energy En and the
secondary or emitted neutron energy E. The matrix is in the laboratory
system. The calculation is performed using the formalism detailed in
Refs. 17-23. In particular, energy-dependent cross sections are used$
which are determined from the optical-model potential of Ref. 26.

al

w>

Fig. 14.

Prompt fission neutron
obtained
spectrum
spectrum

spectrum ratio matrix R(E,En) = N(E,En)/N(E,O)
by forming the ratio of each spectrum of Fig. 13 to the thermal
(En = O) of Fig. 13. The unit line corresponding to the thermal
divided by itself is not shown in the figure.



Two

Figs. 15

shown by

neutrons

14.5 MeV.

comparisons of the new calculation with experimental data are shown in

and 16. In Fig. 15 the calculated prompt fission neutron spectrum

the solid curve is compared to experiment
24

for 0.53-MeV incident

and for secondary neutrons ranging in energy from about 0.5 MeV to

Thus, in terms of the matrix, the N(E,O.53) cut is compared with

experiment in this figure. In Fig. 16 the calculated average prompt neutron

multiplicity ~p(En) shown by the solid curve is compared to experiment25 for

incident neutron energies ranging from thermal energy to about 15 MeV. Note

that in all of our calculations the optical-model potential of Ref. 26 is used.

The relationship to the matrix is that for each value of En certain quantities

required for the calculation of ~p(En) are also required for the calculation of

N(E,En). Thus, agreement between calculated and experimental values of ;p(En)

lends a measure of confidence to the calculated N(E,En). ●

In future work we will calculate the prompt fission neutron spectrum

matrices for the neutron-induced fission of 238U and 239PU. We expect to begin

these calculations following early results and comments from the users of the
235Upresent matrix for .

G. Calculation of Excited-State Cross Sections for Actinide Nuclei (D. G,

Madland)

A test calculation has been performed using the excited-state coupled-

channel code JUPXST.27 The test calculation consists in coupling the first

three members of the ground-state, K = 0, rotational band in the target nucleus
238

U for incident neutrons ranging in energy from 10 keV to 10 MeV. Two cases

have been calculated for comparison, namely, that of the target nucleus in its

ground state (O;, 0.00 MeV), and that of the target nucleus in its first exci-

ted state (Z;, 0.045 MeV).

The two cases are calculated

tion of the target nucleus in the

and hexadecapole

used in the form

is deformed. We

phenomenological

deformations are

assuming an axially symmetric rotor descrip-

collective-modelapproximation. Quadruple

included in the collective-radiusexpansions

factors of the interaction potential which, as a consequence,

approximate the interaction potential by a deformed complex

optical-model potential and perform the calculations using two

such potentials derived on the basis of three-state coupling in the symmetric-

rotor description. These potentials are the actinide coupled-channelpotential
28 238 29

of Madland and Young and the U coupled-charnelpotential of Lagrange.

20
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Other details of the calculations are that the expansion order of the

interaction potential used in JUPXST is A = 4 (Legendrepolynomial P4), that

the matching radius I/m
1/3

is given by the maximum value of roA + 12a from the

set of form-factor geometries considered, and that the maximum value of the

projectile orbital angular momentum Amax for a given projectile wave number k

is given by

&=2kR+I
max

1/3
where R = roA and Imax is the maximum spin occurring in the set of coupled

states (Imax = 4 in the cases considered here). The expressions given for R
m

and gmax have been determined in a series of convergence test calculations.

Our results are shown in Figs. 17-21 as differences between excited-state

and ground-state calculations for the two potentials considered, namely, the

potential of Ref. 28, designated as the Harwell potential in the figures, and

the potential of Ref. 29, designated as the B-III potential in the figures.

Differences between excited-state and ground-state calculations are shown for

the total, elastic, reaction, direct-inelastic,and compound-nucleus cross

sections in Figs. 17-21, respectively.

There are several points to make with respect to these figures. The first

point is that the elastic scattering is larger for the excited-state case than

it is for the ground-state case. This is a reasonable result because the

target nucleus, in the collective-modelpicture, is larger in the excited state

than it is in the ground state. Second, cross sections which depend strongly

upon the absorptive potential differ for the two potentials considered because

the absorptive potentials are, in certain energy ranges, somewhat different.

Thus, cross-section differences between excited-state and ground-state cases

are somewhat different, for the two potentials considered, in the cases of the

total, reaction, and compound nucleus cross sections, shown in Figs. 17, 19,

and 21, respectively, whereas these differences are quite similar in the cases

of the elastic “anddirect-inelastic cross sections shown in Figs. 18 and 20.

Note, however, that the trends predicted by the two potentials are very similar

for every cross section calculated except for that of the total cross section.

The third point is that our results for the compound nucleus formation cross

22
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Fig. 17.

Differences between first excited-state and ground-state total cross sections
for 238U calculated with the Harwell potential (Ref. 28) and the B-III poten-
tial (Ref. 29).
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Fig, 18.

Differences between first excited-state and ground-state elastic cross sections
for 238U calculated with the Harwell potential (Ref. 28) and the B-III potential

(Ref. 29).
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Fig. 19.
Differences between first excited-state and ground-state reaction cross sections
for 238u calculated with the Harwell potential (Ref. 28) and the B-III potential
(Ref. 29).
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Differences between first-excited
sections for 238U calculated with
potential (Ref. 29).
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state and ground-state direct-inelastic cross
the Harwell potential (Ref. 28) and the B-III
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Differences between first excited-state and ground-state compound-nucleus cross
sections for 238U calculated with the l-larwellpotential (Ref. 28) and the B-III
potential (Ref. 29).

section differences shown in Fig. 21 imply that possibly the fission cross

section near threshold for the excited-state target is, in this particular

case, less than the fission cross section near threshold for the target in

ground state.

Our next step is to repeat these same calculations using four coupled

states to test the convergence of the present calculations.

its

H. Support Calculation for Possible NTS Antineutrino Experiments (P. G. Young)

In support of possible experiments at the Nevada Test Site [NTS) to search

for antineutrino oscillations, we have developed a computer code to calculate

relative antineutrino counting rates and spectra in 2-detector experiments

given an antineutrino spectrum from a fission pulse source. The code has been

used to investigate the sensitivity of experiments to source antineutrino spec-

tra, to calculate energy spectra of antineutrinos in detectors for various

distances and oscillation lengths, and to map out the regions of sensitivity

of different experimental configurations and detector strengths.
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1. NUSENS Code .

A desirable goal for oscillation experiments is to directly measure the

antineutrino spectrum in a detector. Because of counting rate limitations,

however, it is also necessary to consider possible experiments in which the

ratio of total counts measured in two detectors located at different dis-

tances from a fission pulse is used to infer the presence of oscillations.

Accordingly, a computer code called NUSENS was written to calculate relative

counting rates and spectra in two antineutrino detectors located at different

distances from a source.

The counting rate in detector i is given by

Ci a ~i Ni/ri2 , (5)

where r. is the source-detector distance,
1

Ni is the number of antineutrinos

per source fission at detector i, and ;i is the average cross section for the

reaction whereby the antinuetrinos are detected. If F(E,ri) represents the

antineutrino spectrum at the detector in units of ~/source fission/unit energy

for anitneutrinos of energy E, then Ni is given by

Em

Ni =
J

F(E,ri)dE , (6)

o

where Em is the maximum antineutrino energy in the spectrum. For our calcula-

tions, we assumed that the ~e + p + n + e
+

reaction is used to detect the

antineutrinos, so that the average cross section is obtained from

Em Em

G. =
J

F(E,ri)u(E)dE/
J

F(E,ri)dE ,
1

0 0

-44
with CT(E)given in units of 10 cm2 by30

/=8.85 (E -Enp) (E -Enp)2 -E
2

o(E)
e

(7)

(8)

The quantity E is the neutron-proton mass difference, Ee is the electron
np

mass, and all masses are in MeV.
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The normalization for Eq. 1 was chosen such that detector 1 records a total

of 10 counts at 500 m per NTS event. For our calculations we define this

detector to be a “standard detector,” abbreviated D1. In the results described

here, detector 2 is also taken as a standard detector, although the code has

the option of varying the relative and absolute strengths of the two detectors.

For our calculations we postulate that oscillations occur between electron-

and ❑uon-type neutrinos. In this case, the probability that an electron anti-

neutrino has not oscillated into a muon antineutrino at a distance r from its

source is31

p(r) = 1 - ~ sin2 2f3[1 - cos (2~r/L)] , (9)

where e is a mixing angle that determines the amplitude of the oscillation.

The oscillation length L is given in meters by

L = 2.5E/Am2 9 (lo)

2where the antineutrino energy E is in MeV and Am2 ~ - m 2=m
2

in (eV)2, with

‘1
and m

2
representing the eigenmasses for the electron and muon antineutrino

31wave functions. If the antineutrino source spectrum at time t = O is repre-

sented by S(E), the spectrum at a detector r meters from the source is then

given by

F(E,r) = S(E) {1 - ~ sin22(3[l- cos(2mr —
~:E)]].

The NUSENS code was written to perform the numerical

in Eqs. 6 and 7 using the detector cross section from Eq.

. (11)

integrations required

8 and the antineutrino

spectrum from Eq. 11. The ratio of counts between detectors 1 and 2 was then

calculated from

~Nr 2

R =cl/c2=:1122 ,

‘2N2rl

(12)
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where a’is the efficiency of detector 2 relative to detector 1. As stated

above, a value of a = 1.0 was used in all the present calculations.

2. Sensitivity to Source Spectrum.

To scope out the magnitude of possible effects and to investigate the

sensitivity of 2-detector experiments to source spectrum, calculations were

performed over a range of AM2 values assuming a maximum oscillation amplitude

(6 = 45°) and locating detectors atR1 = 500 m and R2 = 866 m (the range of

possible values for an NTS experiment is approximately 200-1000 m). A fission
30antineutrino source spectrum calculated for a reactor case was assumed for

the base calculations. This spectrum, indicated as S(E) in Table III, was then

perturbed such that the average antineutrino energy in the perturbed spectrum,

S’(E’) in Table III, was reduced by about 10% from the base spectrum. The per-

turbed spectrum was renormalized to the same total number of antineutrinos as

the base spectrum. The 10% change in the antineutrino energy corresponds

roughly to the difference between measurements and summation calculations of

total beta energy in the 1-3 s time range after fission. Without improvement

of the decay data used in summation calculations, a calculation of the antineu-

trino spectrum from a fission pulse would probably be considerably more uncer-

tain than 10%.

The calculated ratios of counts between the two detectors is shown for the

two assumed source spectra in Fig. 22. A pronounced oscillation away from the

(. )

2
geometric ratio for the detectors ‘I = 3 is seen to occur over the range

q

10-3
-1 ev2<AM2 <10. Note that the effect of the softer spectrum (S’) is to

increase the amplitude of the oscillation and to shift the oscillation to

slightly lower values of Am2.

A tabulation of the quantities appearing in Eqs. 1-8 is given in Table IV

for the above calculation using the base source spectrum S(E). The quantity

Am2(DM~+2) is tabulated in eV2, and the average energies (EAV) are given in

MeV. For AM2 values below 0.001 eV2, the calculated ratio (R) is simply the

geometric value 3. Similarly, for AM2 greater than 0.1 eV2, the ratio returns

to 3, but note that the number of detector counts (Cl) is reduced by a factor

of 2 from the AM2 < 0.001 eV2 values. This reduction occurs because the cosine

term in Eq. 11 averages to O for large values of Amz, and the average spectrum

in the detector is simply S(E)[l - ~ sin2 28], where we have chosen 6 = 45°
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TABLE III

SOURCE ANTINEUTRINO SPECTRUM (E,S) AND THE ‘MODIFIED SPECTRUM (E’,S’) FOR THE
SENSITIVITY CALCULATIONS

E

(MeV)

1.000E + 00

1.500E + 00

2.000E + 00

2.500E + 00

3.000E + 00

.4.000E + 00

5.000E + 00

6.000E + 00

7.000E + 00

8.000E + 00

9.000E + 00

S(E) E’

(;,/MeV-f) (MeV)

1.560E + 00

1.350E + 00

1.050E + 00

7.660E - 01

5.720E -.01

2.690E - 01

1.020E - 01

3.500E - 02

1.O1OE - 02

1.870E - 03

1.000E - 50

8.000E - 01

1.200E + 00

1.6ooE + 00

2.000E + 00

2.400E + 00

3.200E+ 00

4.000E+ 00

4.800E+ 00

5.600E+ 00

6.400E + 00

7.200E + 00

S’(E’)

(ve/Mev-f)

2.707E + 00

2.342E + 00

1.822E + 00

1.329E + 00

9.924E- 01

4.667E - 01

1.770E - 01

6.073E - 02

1.752E - 02

3.244E - 03

1.735E - 50

Ii = 3.0 MeV ~’ = 2.7 MeV

TABLE IV

RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS FOR TWO DETECTORS AT 500 AND 866 m USING e = 45°
W THE REACTOR SOURCE SPECTR~ S(E)

0!4.42
1.00E-06
1.00E-04
1.00E-03
2.00E-03
3.00E-03
4.00E-03
5.00E-03
6.OGE-03
7.00E-03
8.00E-03
1.00E-02
1 .20E-02
1.50E-02
2.00E-02
2.50E-02
3.00E-02
4.00E-02
5.00E-02
6.00E-02
8.00E-02
I.00E-01
2.00E-01
5.00E-01
I.00E+OO
I.00E+OI

c1
10.0
10.0
9.7
8.9
7.7
6.3
4.9
3.7
2.7
2.1
1.9
2.7
4.2

5.8
5.8
5.3
4.8
4.9
5.1
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

DC 1

3.{6
3.16
3.12
2.99
2.78
2.52
2.22
f.92
1.65
1.45
i.38
1,63
2.06
2.41
2.41
2.29
2.18
2.22
2.26
2.23
2.24
2.24
2.24
2.24
2.24

C2
3,3
3.3
3.1
2.4
1.6

.9

.6

.7
9

1:2
1.7
2.0
1.9
1.6
1.6
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7

OC2
1.83
1.82
1.75
!.54
i.25

.96

.79

.82
95

1:10
~.31
1.41
1.38
1.27
1.26
1.29
1.30
1.28
1.30
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29

R
3.000
3.002
3.175
3.766
4.977
6.882
7.807
5.490
2.978
1.727
1.108
1.350
2.222
3.590
3.648
3.180
2.835
2.984
3.045
2.964
3.026
2.993
2.998
3.001
3.000

m
~.897
i .899
2.081
2.752
4.372
7.670

10.432
7.295
3.609
1.969
1.163
1.268
1.941
3.186
3.264
2.834
2.545
2.685
2.707
2.652
2.705
2.675
2.681
2.685
2.683

SIG1 S1G2
33.6 33.6
33.6 33.6
24.6 36.8
37.9 49.1
44.5 74.6
56.0 5i.4
71.9 18.4
75.3 13.0
49.2 16.1
26.0 23.5
13.2 34.1
i5.8 35.3
29.1 40.5
34.3 34.7
41.9 33.5
33.8 34.6
31.5 34.7
33.4 33.7
35.+ 33.9
33.9 33.3
33.5 33.3
33.3 33.6
33.6 33.6
33.7 33.6
33.6 33.5

SPI
1.66
1.66
1.57
1.31

.97

.63

.38

.27

.31

.45
81

:94
.81
.95
.77
.87
.84
.82
.81
.82
.84
.84
.83
.83
.83

SP2
1.66
1.66
1.39

.81

.35

.30

.57

.86

.94

.86

.85

.94

.79

.78

.80

.80

.81

.82

.83

.84

.84

.83

.83

.83

.83

EAVI
3.00
3.00
3.02
3.11
3.29
3.59
3.96
3.93
3.16
2.59
2.37
2.56
3.05
3.01
3.19
2.94
2.95
3.00
3.04
3.01
2.99
2.99
2.99
3.00
3.00

EAV2
3.00
3.00
3.08
3.41
4.01
3.22
2.43
2.39
2.58
2.87
3.11
3.02
3.13
3.03
3.03
3.04
3.03
3.01
3.00
2.98
2.98
2.99
3.00
3.00
2.99
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Ratio of the antineutrino counting S.o-
rates in two detectors located at
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The dramatic oscillation effects near Amz = 0.05

to result from large changes in the average detection

IO-2 ~-l I .0

Am2(C”)2

eV2 are seen in Table IV

cross section at the two

detectors (SIG1 and SIG2), which accompany the large variation in the average

antineutrino energy in the detectors (EAV1 and EAV2). A graph of the cross-

section-weighted spectrum in the 500-m detector is shown in Fig. 23 for three

values of Am2. Clearly, a direct measurement of the antineutrino spectrum would

be most useful in establishing the existence of oscillations.

3. Region of Sensitivity of an NTS Experiment.

The NUSENS code was also used to investigate the range of Am2 and sin220

values over which an NTS experiment might be

oscillations. For these calculations it was

sent are statistical in nature.

The results are given in Fig. 24, where

which the ratio of counts in the detectors D,

able to detect the presence of

assumed that the only errors pre-

the curves define the regions in

located at the indicated dis-
1’

tances, would differ from the geometric value by at least two standard devia-

tions. The region above each curve then marks the region of sensitivity for

that detector-distance combination within the 2u criterion. The subscript i on

the Di indicates multiples of our standard detector, as defined earlier. For

example, the curves labeled D5 correspond to detectors at rl and r2, each

having 5 times the efficiency (or size) of one standard detector. Another way

of looking at the 20 criterion is the following: the curves in Fig. 24 define

the regions where, assuming antineutrino oscillations exist,

a 95% probability that their existence would be indicated by

30

there is at least

that experiment.



Fig. 23,
Cross-section-weightedantineutrino
spectrum at a 500-m detector, assum-
ing a mixing angle of 0 = 45”. The
values of Am2 are in eV2.

Fig. 24.

A graph of sin220 vs Am2 space that
various experimental arrangements
would access using a 20 criterion
for significance. See the text for
details.
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The calculations in Fig. 24 assume equal detector efficiencies and sizes

for the two detectors. Within that assumption it is clear from Fig. 24 that

detectors several times the size of our standard detector (or repeated experi-

ments) would be required to investigate any meaningful region of Am2 and sin228

space. A somewhat improved situation can probably be obtained by optimizing

the size of detector 2 relative to detector 1, although we have not yet made

explicit calculations.

II. NUCLEAR CROSS-SECTION PROCESSING AND TESTING

A. Resonance Reconstruction in NJOY (R. E. MacFarlane, D. W. Muir, and

R. M. Boicourt

The energy grid used to represent resonance cross sections in NJOY is

generated in the RECONR module by successively halving the intervals between

resonances, as illustrated in Fig. 25., until some kind of convergence cri-

terion is satisfied.

We have introduced in RECONR a new user-input parameter NDIGIT, which is

used to override the normal convergence criteria and terminate this subdivision

process because either (1) adjacent energy values have become so closely spaced

that they would round to the same number on a formatted output tape, or (2) the

precision limit of the machine has been reached. Through the use of dynamic

format construction, NJOY can write formatted output with up to NDIGIT = 7

digits (i.e., t 1.234567 t n)in an n-column field. If binary interface files

are used on a long-word machine such as CDC7600, the code can produce up to

NDIGIT = 15 significant figures. Because it has been suggested32 that as
238

many as 9 digits may be needed for some isotopes such as U, it is important

to determine the effects of digit truncation in RECONR.

In addition to this problem, another difficulty with resonance recon-

struction is that a very large number of energy grid points may arise from

straightforward linear reconstruction of the resonance cross sections to some

specified tolerance ERR. Many of these points come from narrow, weak, high-

energy resonances which do not need to be treated accurately in many applica-

tions. Therefore, RECONR now has an option that allows such points to be

treated with reduced precision if their contribution to the resonance integral

is small.
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Fig. 25.

Illustration of interval-hal;ing algorithm used in RECONR to
establish energy mesh.

This integral check is carried out as follows. First, panels are sub-

divided until the elastic and capture cross sections are converged to within

ERRMAX, where ERRMAX ~ERR. These two tolerances are usually chosen to form a

reasonable band, such as 10% and ().57. and ERRMAX ensures that every resonance

is treated at least reasonably well (e.g., for plotting). If the resonance

integral in a particular panel is large, the panel is further subdivided to

achieve an accuracy of ERR. However, if the contribution to the resonance

integral from any one interval gets small, the interval is declared converged

before a local accuracy of ERR is reached.

It would be useful if the smallness of each contribution could be measured

as a fraction of the full resonance integral, but, unfortunately, RECONR does

not know the value of the resonance integral in advance. For this reason, an

absolute error tolerance ERRINT is used. ERRINT is the maximum allowable error

in the resonance integral in barns/point. Since important resonance integrals

vary from a few barns to a few hundred barns and have around 10 000-50 000

energy points, a value of ERRINT = ERR/10 000 is reasonable. The integral

check can be suppressed by setting ERRINT very small or by using ERRMAX = ERR.
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When resonance reconstruction is complete, RECONR provides a summary of

the possible average errors caused by the significant-figurelimit and the

resonance-integralcheck in several energy bands. An example is shown in Table

v. The parameter NDIGIT, and the parameters ERRMAX and ERRINT taken together,

should be considered a set of knobs that can be used to adjust the errors in

their respective columns to get an appropriate balance of accuracy and com-

puting cost for a particular application.

To get a more detailed picture of the impact of these parameters, 6 test
238Ucases were run for iron and . The input parameters for these 6 problems

are summarized in Table VI, and gross results from the RECONR runs are given in

Tables VII and VIII. Note that substantial savings are possible without much

increase in error. The GROUPR module was then used to convert the cross sec-

tions for each case to multigroup form, using both 68 quarter-lethargy

groups (GAM-1) and 620 groups (SAND-II), l/E weighting, and background cross
238

sections SIGZERO of infinity, 10 barns ( U only), and 0.1 barns (Fe only).

The results for the 68-group structure are given in Tables IX and X. The

reference value is obtained with NDIGIT = 7 and the resonance-integralcheck is

suppressed. The per cent deviation of each numbered test case (see Table VI for

definitions) from the reference value is also given. Energy groups containing

no difference greater than 0.001% are omitted.

Perhaps the most noteworthy result of comparing Tables VII and VIII with

Tables IX and X is that the 3% error estimated by the REcom digit test in the
238

U capture resonance integral from 1.46-4.00 keV (see Table VIII) is a very

large overestimate of the error in broad-group averages in that energy range.

This is due in part to the fact that the digit-test error estimate uses only

absolute values, therefore taking no credit for error cancellation between

different energies (for example, peaks vs valleys). on the other hand, there

is rather good correlation between the errors estimated by the resonance-

integral test and the actual observed deviations from the reference case.

The results for the 620-group structure are similar with occasional larger

per cent differences seen. For example, the largest difference for Case 5 in
238

iron is 0.064%, and the largest difference for Case 5 in U is 0.41%. Most

differences are much smaller than this for both materials.

Because these two materials are among the most demanding materials to pro-

cess in ENDF/~, it can be concluded that 6 (occasionally7) digits and the de-

fault resonance-integralerror criteria (ERRMAX = 20 x ERR, ERRINT = ERR/10 000)

should be adequate for generating cross-section libraries.
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TABLE V

EXAMPLE OF RECONR RESONANCE-RECONSTRUCTION ERROR SUMMARY (ENDF/B-V Fe)

ESTIMATED MAXIMUM ERROR DUE TO
RESONANCE INTEGRAL CHECK (ERRMAX,ERRINT)
ANo SIGNIFICANT FIGURE Tf7uNcAT10hI (NtIIf31T)

UPPER
ENERGY

1.55E+02
4.96E+02
1.63E+03
5.20E+03
1.73E+04
5.62E+04
1.78E+05
4.00E+05

ELASTIC
INTEGRAL

7.45E+o0
5.94E+O0
4. 12E+O0
6.49E+O0
9.66E+O0
4.20E+o0
3.50E+O0

PERCENT ERROR
RES-INT SIG-FIG

.000 0.000

.000 0.000
-000 0.000
-000 -000
.001 .000
.004 .009
.008 .007

CAPTURE
INTEGRAL

2.82E-02
1.71E-01
6.80E-03
1.61E-02
1.74E-02
1.t9E-02
5.64E-03

PERCENT ERROR
RES-INT SIG-FIG

-009 0.000
-002 0.000
.149 0.000
.!34 .008
.200 .097
.216 4.284
.257 5.265

POINTS ADDED BY RESONANCE RECONSTRUCTION = 12309
POINTS AFFECTEO BY RESONANCE INTEGRAL CHECK = 6969
POINTS AFFECTED BY SIGNIFICANT FIGURE REOUCTION = 1262
POINTS REMOVEO BY BACKTHINNING = 201
FINAL NUMBER OF RESONANCE POINTS = 12749

162.036S
*****t********* *************** ***************** ***************** ***********

TABLE W.

DEFINITION OF RESONANCE-RECONSTRUCTIONTEST CASES

Test Case NDIGIT ERRMAX ERRINT

ref 7 ERR Not used

1 7 5*ERR ERR/10 000

2 7 20*ERR ERR/10 000

3 7 20*ERR ERR/1000

4 6 ERR Not used

5 6 20*ERR ERR/10 000
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TABLE VII

GROSS RESULTS OF TESTS OF RESONANCE RECONSTRUCTION

Points Affected By
Resonan~e Proces~ing Digit Integral

Test Case Points Time Test Test

ref 29 531 389.6 1343 0

1 16 394 224.2 276 10 946

2 13 126 190.5 9 8 089

3 8 846 145.7 1 7 373

4 25 963 320.3 5534 0

5 12 749 183.2 1262 6 969

a. With ERR = 0.5%

OPTIONS FOR IRON

Max Error Fromc
Digit Integral
Test Test

o. % .001%

o. .007

0. .009

0. .049

.009 0.

.007 .008

b. Includes reconstruction, 68-group averages, and 620-group averages.
c. For elastic cross section over highest 1/2 decade in

(178-400 keV).

TABLE VIII

GROSS RESULTS OF TESTS OF RESONANCE RECONSTRUCTION

Resonance
Problem Pointsa

ref 77 157

1 51 363

2 46 826

3 31 327

4 61 987

5 41 318

a. With ERR = ().5%

Processing
Time

1147.5

759.3

719.2

524.1

972.5

598.9

Points Affected By
lligit Integral
Test Test

3 588 0

598 22 051

558 17 676

15 19 910

17 814 0

8 608 12 039

resonance range

OPTIONS FOR 238U

Max Error Fromc
Digit Integral
Test Test

.059% o. %

.018 .045

.017 .058

0. .283

3.06 0.

3.05 .029

b. Includes RECONR reconstruction,UNRESR unresolved, 68-group averaging, and
620-group averaging

c. For capture cross section over highest 1/2 decade in resolved resonarice
range (1.46-4.00 keV).
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TABLE IX

68-GROUP RESULTS FOR Fe ELASTIC

MATH 1326 MT 2

SIGZERO =1.000E+IO

GRP E-LOW
39 5.531E+03
41 9.!i9E+03
42 1.171E+04
43 1.503E+04
44 1.930E+04
46 3.183E+04
47 4.087E+04
48 5.248E+04
49 6.738E+04
50 8.652E+04
51 1. IIIE+05
52 1.426E+05
53 1.832E+05
54 2.352E+05
55 3.020E+05
56 3.877E+05

SIGREF
8.806E+O0
5.215E+O0
3. I19E+O0
2.037E+O0
9.162E-01
8.499E+O0
5.316E+O0
4.189E+O0
6.740E+O0
4.468E+O0
3.601E+O0
3.915E+O0
4.860E+O0
2.832E+O0
3.213E+O0
4.263E+O0

SIGZERO =1.000E-01

GRP E-LOW SIGREF
41 9.119E+03 4.996E+O0
44 1.930E+04 7.917E-01
45 2.479E+04 4.318E+O0
46 3.183E+04 7.935E+O0
47 4.087E+04 5.092E+O0
48 5.248E+04 3.868E+O0
49 6.738E+04 2.753E+O0
50 8.652E+04 4. I09E+O0
51 1. IIIE+05 1.629E+O0
52 1.426E+05 2.372E+O0
53 1.832E+05 2.905E+O0
54 2.352E+05 1.899E+O0
55 3.020E+05 1.612E+O0

1
--000

.001

.000

.001

.002

.001

.001

.001

.001

.003
-004
.004
.005
.008
.009
.001

1
.001
.001
.011
.001
-000

-.000
-.001

-002
.001
.004

-.006
.003
.008

2
.000
.001
.001
.001
.004
.001
.001
.002
.001
.005
.006
.005
.007
.012
.011
.001

2
.001
-002
.013
.001
.001
.000
.000
.004
.003
.006

-.006
.006
.006

3
.001
.006
.001
.003
.008
.004
.009
.019
.009
.020
.024
.023
.029
.050
.048
.003

3
.005
.002
.015
.003
.005
.009
.024
.012
.059
.028
.007
.005
.043

4
.000

-.000
-.000

-000
-.000
-.001

.000

.000
-.000

.001

.003

.001
-.001

.001

.001
-.000

4
-.000

.000
-.000.
-.000

.000

.000
-.000
-.000

.000
-.001
-.001

.000

.000

5
-.ocm

.000

.001

.001

.003

.000

.001
-003
.001
.005
.008
.006
-005
.013
.011
.001

5
.000
.002
.013
.001
.001
.001
.000
-004
.003
.005

-.007
.006
.006
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68-GROUP

MATH 1398 MT 102

SIGZERO =1.000E+IO

13
14
15
16
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

s

GRP
13
14
15
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

E-LOW
8.315E+O0
1.068E+01
1.371E+OI
1.760E+OI
3.727E+OI
4.785E+01
7.889E+OI
1.013E+02
1.301E+02
1.670E+02
2. 145E+02
2.754E+02
3.536E+02
4.540E+02
5.829E+02
7.485E+02
9.611E+02
1.234E+03
1.585E+03
2.035E+03
2.613E+03
3.355E+03

IGZERO =1.0{

E - LOW
8.315E+O0
1.068E+OI
1.371E+OI
3.727E+OI
4.785E+OI
6. 144E+OI
7.889E+01
1.013E+02
1.301E+02
1.670E+02
2.145E+02
2.754E+02
3.536E+02
4.540E+02
5.829E+02
7.485E+02
9.611E+02
1.234E+03
1.585E+03
2.035E+03
2.613E+03
3.355E+03

TABLE X

RESULTS FOR
238U ~m~E

SIGREF
8.640E-01
3.396E-01
4.521E-01
2.659E+02
2.303E+O0
1.400E-01
5. IIIE+OO
4.326E+OI
2.550E+O0
1.530E+01
6.648E+O0
4.552E+O0
2.425E+O0
3.418E+O0
3.627E+O0
3.076E+O0
2.481E+O0
1.689E+O0
1.860E+O0
1.555E+O0
f.243E+O0
1.090E+O0

30E+01

SIGREF
7.921E-01
3.343E-01
4.550E-01
1.146E+O0
1.413E-01
1.854E+O0
9.377E-01
1.845E+O0
3.698E-01
9.186E-01
6.143E-01
4.489E-01
3.531E-01
4.361E-01
5.045E-01
4.381E-01
4.520E-01
3.592E-01
4.783E-01
4.729E-01
4.578E-01
4.121E-01

1
0.000
0.000
0.000

.000

.000

.007

.001

.000

.002

.000

.002

.003

.009

.007

.010

.010

.020

.029

.021

.034

.057

.038

0.00:
0.000
0.000

.000

.006

.001

.004

.001

.015

.005

.018

.023

.049

.043

.052

.045

.078

.086

.053

.066

.088

.057

2
0.000
0.000
0.000

.000

.000

.007

.001

.000

.002

.000

.002
-003
.011
.009
.012
.012
.026
.043
.031
.048
.082
.057

2
0.000
0.000
0.000

.000

.006
,001
.004
.001
.015
.005
.019
.025
.062
.057
.067
.060
.107
.145
.085
.109
.i44
.099

. 00?

.016

.003

.000

.004

.060

.015

.001

.032

.004

.021

.024

.080

.059

.074

.089

.147

.188
144

:216
.343
.203

3
.007
.016
.003
.008
.050
.016
.061
.015

164
:054

143
:164
.332
.271
.301
.324
.444
.413
.309
.353
.416
.271

4
.000

-.000
-.002

-.001
-.002
-.010

.023
-.008

.009
-.010

.002
-.012
-.011

.001
-.010
-.007
-.008
-.005
-.006

.018

4
.000
.000

-.000
.000

-.001
.000
.000
.001

-.003
-000

-.002
-.044

.010

.012

.000

.007

.006
-.013
-.004
-.012
-.009
-.009

5
.000
.000

-.000
-.002

.000

.006
-.001
-.010

.025
-.008

.011
-.007

.012
-.003

.000

.013

.006

.016

.009

.023

.039

.050

.00:

.000
-.000

.000

.005

.001

.004

.002

.011

.005

.016
-.019

.070

.070

.067

.065

.090

.093

.063

.080
115

:075
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B. SUPERX Development (R. B. Kidman)

Neutron leakage corrections to the background cross section, O., and

diffusion coefficient, D, were introduced in our 1976 ANS paper.33 At that

time we were dealing with ENDF/B-IV34 data and 50 energy groups, and the effects

of the leakage corrections were studied by making successive IDX35 runs to

iterate between flux (leakage) and the Oo’s and D’s.

We studied the relatively leaky system ZPR-3-54 for which IDX gave an un-

modified eigenvalue of 0.9322. The leakage corrections to O. and D raised the

eigenvalue by 0.0146 and 0.0463, respectively. The total change of 0.0609 re-

sulted in an eigenvalue of 0.9931. (Old calculations suggest a further net

correction of 0.021 to account for heterogeneity, dimensionality, and transport

effects.) We also studied the less leaky system ZPR-6-7 and found that the

lealcagecorrections increased the unmodified IDX eigenvalue from 0.9709 to

0.9747, which is a total change of only 0.0038. We concluded that the correc-

tions were beneficial and more or less proportional to the leakage of the

system.

This quarter, SUPERX (an overhauled version of IIIX)was modified to ac-

commodate the leakage corrections in a more optional, automatic fashion than was

done above. Essentially, the iteration between flux (leakage) and O. and D was

incorporated with the already existing iteration between flux and the elastic

downscatter cross section.

Before the leakage modifications, SUPERX gave an uncorrected ZPR-3-54

eigenvalue of 0.9472. This is different than the above-mentioned unmodified

IDX value because we are now using 70-group ENDF/B-V data, NJOY processing and

SUPERX calculations, all of which contain many changes. The leakage modifica-

tion to O. produced a 0.0151 increase in the ZPR-3-54 eigenvalue and a 20%

increase in SUPERX running time. The leakage modification to D further pro-

duced a 0.0507 increase in the ZPR-3-54 eigenvalues and an 11% increase in

SUPERX running time. The sum of the leakage modifications, therefore, raised

the ZPR-3-54 eigenvalue by 0.0658 to a final uncorrected value of 1.0130, and

increased the SUPERX running time by 34%. The ruining time increases are not

very precise because we operate in a time-sharing computer environment in which

the time for a particular job is somewhat dependent on the mix of other jobs

running simultaneously. However, the time increases are much larger than

expected and are due mainly to the necessity of repeating the f-factor calcu-

lation every flux-leakage correction iteration, and to the increased computa-

tions and more difficult convergence associated with the new D definition.
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We also tested the SUPERX leakage modifications on ZPR-6-7. The initial

uncorrected eigenvalue of 0.9824 increased by 0.0047 to a final value of 0.9871

with a 39% increase in running time. The past and present testing of the leak-

age corrections are summarized in Table XI.

The present leakage modification effects are a little larger than the

effects computed earlier. The specific reason for this is not known, but

generally one could probably expect different leakage modification effects if

they are based on different cross sections, group structures, and code improve-

ments. Nevertheless, the present and past effects are similar enough to assure

us that the same leakage modifications have been introduced in both cases.

If one accepts the magnitude of the heterogeneity, dimensionality, and

transport corrections, then the effects of the leakage modifications, which

seemed to be beneficial in the past, now push the ZPR-3-54 eigenvalue too high.

Another difficulty with the complicated definition of the leakage cor-

rected diffusion coefficient is that one can no longer generate the macroscopic

diffusion coefficient for a mixture from a simple combination of microscopic

isotope “diffusion coefficients.” This problem is especially true in calculat-

ing isotope reactivity worths where one requires an isotope’s effect on the

diffusion coefficient in order to compute the isotope’s leakage reactivity

contribution.

These difficulties have caused us to begin a review of possible diffusion
-1

coefficient definitions. The base case definition is D = [3 ● (iZtl- Zsl)]

where Ztl and 2s1 are the macroscopic current-weightedtotal and scattering

cross sections, respectively. The base case yields a ZPR-3-54 corrected eigen-

value of 0.9833. A leakage modified diffusion coefficient yields a ZPR-3-54

corrected eigenvalue of 1.0230. Finally, a third definition D = [3 ● (Zto -

ZS1)]-l, where Zto is the flux weighted total cross section, yields a cor-

rected eigenvalue of 1.0253. The third definition is suggested by the simple

transport approximation from one speed theory. The base case definition cor-

responds to the extended transport approximation for transport theory. None of

the definitions give an eigenvalue very close to 1.0. In fact, a brief search

of the literature has not turned up any theoretically studied or justified

diffusion coefficient definition to be used with multigroup diffusion theory.
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TABLE

TESTING LEAKAGE

Unmodified, uncorrected Keff

Possible correction for heterogeneity,
dimensionality, and transport effects

Unmodified, corrected Keff

K ~-leakageincrease due to o
eff
modification

Keff increase due to D-leakage
modification

Total Keff increase due to all leakage
modification

Final modified and corrected Keff

XI

MODIFICATIONS

ZPR-3-54 ZPR-6-7
fix SUPERX IDX SUPERX
(Past)

0.9322

0.0210

0.9532

0.0146

0.0463

0.0609

1.0141

Running time increase due to oo-leakage
modification

Running time increase due to D-leakage
modification

Total running time increase due to all leakage
modifications

(Present) (Past) (Present)

0.9472 0.9709 0.9824

0.0210 0.0166 0.0166

0.9682 0.9875 0.9990

0.0151

0.0507

0.0658 0.0038 0.0047

1.0340 0.9913 1.0037

20%

11%

34% 39%



c. Comparison of Integral Cross Sections Calculated in Several Representa-

tions of the 235U Thermal and
252

Cf Spontaneous Fission Spectra with

Experiment (R. J. LaBauve, D. G. Madland, L. Stewart, and R. M. Boicourt)

Fifteen well-measured and documented integral reaction cross sections in

the 235U thermal fission spectrum, and 13 of these measured in the
252Cf spon-

taneous fission spectrum, were used in comparison calculations for several rep-

resentations of the two fission spectra. The experimental data are summarized

in Ref. 36. All cross section data used in the calculations were taken from the

ENDF/B-V dosimetry file.37

Five representations of the
235

U thermal fission spectrum were used in

the comparison integral calculations. Included were

a. ENDF/B-V Watt spectrum
38

with thermal Watt parameters a = .988 MeV

and b = 2.249 MeV,

b. the National Bureau of Standards representation,
39

40
c. a new theoretical model developed at Los Alamos by Madland and Nix,

d. an approximate model derived from this “exact” Madland-Nix model that
41

is more suitable for inclusion in an evaluated data file, and

e. a Watt model with parameters derived from the Madland-Nix theory;

namely, a = .853 MeV and b = 4.292/MeV. Note that in the derivation

of these parameters the average energy <E> was constrained to be the

same as the average energy resulting from the approximate model.

The theoretical model (c), described in Ref. 40, contains the cross sec-

tion for inverse compound nucleus formation, Oc(s), which is obtained from

optical model calculations. In the approximate theory (d), UC(E) is held con-

stant, and the resulting fission spectrum N(E) is given by

cc(s) = constant

N(E) = (13)~[N(E,E~) + N(E,E~)l t

where E: and EH are
f

the light and heavy

the average fission-fragmentkinetic energy per nucleon of

average fragments, respectively, and
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N(LEf) 3’2 E1(u2)= (1/3Jpm) [U2

- LI~’2E1(u1) + ~(3/2,u2)

- Y(3/2,u1)] , (14)

where

‘1 = (&- @2/Tin ,

‘2
= (@+~)2/Tm ,

El is the exponential integral

Y is the incomplete gamma function

Y(a,x) = ~~ us-l e-u du ,

and Tm is the maximum temperature of the fission-fragment residual nuclear-

temperature distribution.

The initial average fragment excitation energy <E*> and the maximum tem-

perature Tm are related by the Fermi-gas law

Tm = (<E*>/a)l/2 , (15)

where a is the nuclear level-density parameter. The average excitation energy

is obtained from

<E*> = <Er> + Bn + E - <E:ot>,
n (16)

where <Er> is the average energy release given by the difference between the

ground-state mass of the fissioning compound nucleus and the ground-state

masses of two average fission fragments, Bn and En are the separation energy

and kinetic energy of the neutron inducing fission, and <Etotf > is the total

average fission-fragmentkinetic energy.
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In this approximation, the energy dependence of the compound-nucleus for-

mation cross section Oc(s) is simulated by adjusting the value of the level-

density paramter a as is currently done by setting

= A/(10 MeV)
aeff (17)

In the case of 235U fission, masses needed in the calculation of T have

been measured experimentally and results evaluated and tabulated.
42 m

This is not

the case, however, for
252

Cf spontaneous fission, and two different mass for-
252

mulas have been used in the calculation of Tm for Cf spontaneous fission,
43 44

namely, one by Moller and Nix and one by Myers.

A total of five representations of the
252

Cf spontaneous fission spectrum

were used in the comparison integral calculations. Included were

a. the National Bureau of Standards representation,39

b. the “exact” Los Alamos representation in which the Moller-Nix mass

formula was used in the calculation of T
m,

c. the “approximate” Los Alamos representation in which the Moller-Nix

mass formula was used in the calculation of T
m’

d. the “exact” Los Alamos representation in which the Myers mass formula

was used in the calculation of T
m
, and

e. the “approximate” Los Alamos representation in which the Myers mass

formula was used in calculating Tm.

The integral reaction cross section for a particular reaction,

E
~2

G=
R

where CJR(E)is

:1 uR(E)N(E)dE

‘2
-f N(E)dE

(18)
9

the pointwise reaction cross section taken from the ENDF/B-V

dosimetry file, N(E) is the spectrum represntation used, and El and E2 are the

incident neutron energy limits of the ENDF/B-V file (10
-5 eV to 20 MeV), was

45
calculated with the NJOY code; several of the integral calculations were

46
verified using the MARK code.
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Results are shown in Table XII for the 235
U integral calculations, and in

Table XIII for the 252
Cf calculations. Note in Table XII that all spectra

give reasonable results except for the LA-Watt for reactions with high threshold
252energies. Agreement with experiment is also good for the Cf spontaneous

fission representations,but the M811er-Nix mass formula gives better results

in the Los Alamos spectra than does the Myers formula. Note that in the case

of the Los Alamos representations,better agreement with experiment could be

made by adjusting the level density parameter a.

III. FISSION PRODUCTS AND ACTINIDES: YIELDS, DECAY DATA, DEPLETION, AND BUILDUP

A. Delayed Neutron Spectra [T. R. England, W. B. Wilson; R. E. Schenter, and

F. M. Mann (Hanford Engineering Development Lab.)

In recent years there has been a vast improvement and increase in our knowledge

of fission-productyield, cross-section and decay data. This has permitted

rather accurate calculations of aggregate quantities based on the individual

fission-productparameters (evaluated for ENDF/B-IV, -V) such as absorption

buildup, decay power, various spectra, and even prompt and delayed neutrons

(;d) per fission, as reported in previous progress reports and several publi-

cations.

In 1979 we also started calculating delayed neutron spectra in the con-

ventional 6 time groups using the ENDF/B data along with experimental normal-

ized spectra supplied by GtistaRudstam (Sweden). These spectra are now avail-

able only for 29 of the 105 precursors, and experimental emission probabili-

ties (Pn’s) are available for 68 of the precursors. We find, however, that

the 29 precursors having detailed spectra account for 70-80% of the total

number of delayed neutrons, and the 68 precursors having measured Pn values

account for ~ 93% of the total. Thus, the experimental data are reasonably

complete in their aggregate contributions.

Figures 26-29 show recent calculations of total and 6-group spectra out to

1 MeV (the spectra actually extend to ‘V3 MeV). Plotted values are fractional

contributions of the 29 precursor delayed neutrons per fission per 10-keV energy

bin in each group and total of that calculated from the 105 precursors. The

group placement of each spectrum was determined from the precursor halflife.

In particular, groups 1-6 used the following halflife ranges: > 38, 14-38,

>4-14, > 1.2-4, > 0.3-1.2, > 0.3 S. *
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Fig. 26.
235

U Thermal Delayed Neutron Spectra.

Fig. 27.
238U Fast Delayed Neutron Spectra.
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Fig. 28.
239

Pu Thermal Delayed Neutron Spectra.
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We have made such calculations for 11 fissionable nuclides in ENDF/B-V

at one or more neutron energies. Similarly, we have calculated the total ;d
47

and group values from 105 precursors.

We were requested to perform these calculations and to expand the data

as necessary, using model calculations in a joint HEDL/Los Alamos effort by

the Department of Energy. Clearly, the experimental data are nearly complete

in the aggregate, but not for the individual precursors. To date, the calcula-

tions use a simple model estimate for the Pn values of 37 precursors, experi-

mental Pn’s for 68 precursors, and spectra, as noted, for 29 precursors. The

ENDF/B system requires complete data if possible. To expand the spectra for “

the remaining 76 precursors and possibly for the 37 estimated Pn values, the

BETA model code was prepared at HEDL.48 During its preparation, it was naturally

expanded to include model estimates of beta, gamma, and other spectra. In
49,50other reports (LaBauve et al.), we show that the need for use of the BETA

code for these additional spectra is probably even more important than is its

use for delayed neutron precursors.

B. Preliminary Yield Data for ENDF/B-VI [T. R. England, W. B. Wilson, D. G.

Madland, and B. F. Rider (General Electric Corp., Vallecitos Nuclear Ctr.)]

Preliminary evaluations of fission yields for use in ENDF/B-VI are now on

a master file for 37 nuclides at one or more fission energies. There are a

total of 50 sets of yields for 1176 fission products. Both independent and

cumulative (by A and Z) yields plus uncertainties are in each set. The sets are

listed in Table XIV and are compared with the sets available in ENDF/B-IV

and -V. The evaluation for 40 sets is described in Ref. 51.

These data require expansion to cover all ENDF/B decay products in MT457,

modifications to agree with the all-branching fractions and isomeric state

identifications,and final conversion to the ENDF/B format. A sequence of

3 codes required for this effort are currently being updated. The preliminary

evaluations also assume, as in ENDF/B-V, that the energy dependence is thermal,

fast-fission (nominally 0.5 MeV), high-energy (nominally 14 MeV), or results

from spontaneous fission. A few nuclides, important to analysis or irradiated

fuel measurements, require additional specification of their energy dependence

for the final ENDF/B-VI files.
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Fissionable
Nuclide

‘IABLL XIV

ENDF/B FISSION-PRODUCT YIELD SETSa

Average Energy
Thermal Fast High Energy Spontaneous

6
6

4,5,6

4,5,6

4,5,6

4,5,6

6
6

6

6

6

6

6

4,5,6
6
6

5,6
6

4,5,6
5,6
6

4,5,6
5,6
6
6

4,5,6
5,6
5,6
5,6
6

6
6

5,6

5,6
6

4,5,6
6

4,5,6
6

5,6
6

6

6

6

6

6

5,6
6

6

6

aThe numbers 4, 5, and 6 refer to availability in ENDF/B Versions IV, V, and
preliminary VI.” ENDF/B-IV contains only independent yields and does not include
uncertainties.
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c. Formation and Testing of ENDF/B-V Based Fission-Product and Actinide Data

Libraries for CINDER-2 (W. B. Wilson, T. R. England, and R. J. LaBauve)

A variety of calculations have been performed with the EPRI-CINDER52 and

CINDER-253 codes using ENDF/B-IV based fission-product (FP) and preliminary

ENDF/B-V based actinide data libraries. The ENDF/B-IV based FP library54 used

84 linear chains to describe 186 FP nuclides. The preliminary ENDF/B-V based
55actinide library used 39 linear chains to describe 46 actinide nuclides.

These libraries have now been modified to include ENDF/B-V data. The FP chain

structure has been extended to 102 linear chains and now describes 211 FP nu-

clides. The combined library now includes all significant nuclide contributors

to the radioactive decay power of irradiated fuel following cooling times of a

few hours and all significant radionuclides considered in accessing the radio-

logical hazards resulting from hypothetical reactor accidents.

The new combined library was formed in steps, allowing the association of

changes in calculated results with the new FP chain structure and/or with the

new data. Beginning with the combined library of ENDF/B-IV FP and preliminary

ENDF/B-V actinide data (called here L84V4), a library L102V4 was formed from

the same data base to include the new 102-chain FP chain structure. The ENDF/B-

IV FP data of L102V4 were replaced with ENDF/B-V FP data to form L102V5A, and

finally, the preliminary ENDF/B-V actinide data were replaced with ENDF/B-V

actinide data to form L102V5B.

These four libraries were used separately in identical calculations with

the CINDER-2 code to determine the nuclide inventory at the time of shutdown of

20 GWd/t PWR fuel. The input for each calculation was the 4-group history and

exposure-dependent cross sections of the principal actinides (U-234-U-236,U-238,

Pu-239-Pu-242), in a companion EPRI-CELL56 calculation.

The results of the CINDER-2 calculations with the four libraries are com-

pared in Table XV. Small variations are typically due to FP chain structure

improvements and/or small cross-section, decay constant, branching-fraction or

fission-yield fraction changes from ENDF/B-IV to ENDF/B-V. The nuclides added

to form the new 102-chain FP structure are obvious. The principal observations

made on significant variations related to data are as follows.

o The 21% decrease in Nb-95m is due to the 21% decrease in the ZR-95

decay branching fraction to Nb-95m.

o The 44% decrease in Te-125m is due to the 42% decrease in the Sb-125

decay branching fraction to Te-125m.
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TABLE XV

COMPARISON OF CINDER-2 CALCULATED NUCLIDE INVENTORIES
OF 20 GWD/T PWR FUEL AT SHUTDOWN

NUCLIDE
-------

ZN 72
GA 72
GE 72
GE 73
GE 74
GE 76
GE 77
AS 75
As 77
SE 77
SE 78
SE 79
SE 80
SE 82
BR 81
BR 82
KR B2
KR 83
KR g4
I(R B5
KQ85M
KR 86
KR 87
KR 88
KR 89
R8 ’85
R8 86
RB 87
RB 88
RB 89
SR 86
SR 88
SR 89
SR 90
SR 91
SR 92

Y 89
Y 90
v 91
Y 92
v 93

ZR 90
ZR 91
ZR 92
ZR 93
ZR 94
ZR 95
ZR Q6

ZR 97
NB 95
FJ895M
Np 97

w 95
MO 96
MO 97
MO 98
t.fo 99
MO100
Tc 99
TC99M

LI02V4
--------- . . .

2.925170E-06
B.927830E-07
4.526360E-04
1.472990E-03
4.528800E-03
4.080790E-02
4.461330E-05
1.348080E-02
4.198200E-04
9.38381OE-O2
2.1047ooE-o1
5.931390E-01
1.43977CE+O0
3.827050E+O0
2.43561CE+O0
2.745970E-04
3.37OI1OE-O2
5.465e69E+O0
1. 157269E~Ol
2.Q~l~60E+oo

6.885030E-03
2.126080E+OI
3.709220E-03
1.163590E-02
2.790710E-04
1.141830E+01
1.881940E-03
2.7611QOE+01
1.240520E-03
1.407780E-03
1.74959C?E-02
3.945fooE+Ot
7.oi1929QE+o~

6.267650E+OI
6.607810E-02
1.954890E-OZ
4.535t20E+Ol
1.661700E-02
9.960550E+O0
2.553150E-02
8.171880E-02
1.146549E+O0
5.49!820E+Of
6.666690E+OI
7.223940E+OI
7.411080E+01
f.349180E+Ol
7.425480E~Ol
1.394519E-01
7.2a4870E+oo
8.96021CE-03
1.C2A39QE-02
5.415439E+CI
i.096490E+O0
7.233170E+01
7.164220E+01
5.820790E-01
7.907600E+Of
7.139700E+91
4.580430E-02

INVENTORY (~/’CC) CALCULATE WITH THE FOLLOWING L18RARIES
L84V4 L I02V5A

.- . - .-...- .-

2.925!70E-06
8.927830E-07
4.526360E-@4
1.472990E-03
4.528800E-03
4.080730E-02
4.451330E-05
1.348080E-02
A. 198200E-04
9.383810E-02
2.104700E-Of
5.93f390E-01
1.439770E+o0
3.827050E+O0
2.435610E+O0
2.74597CE-04
2.3?OflCE-02
5.465S60E*O0
1. 157260EA@l
2.931550E~oo

6.8@5C?3QE-C13
2. 126080E+OI

1.141830E+OI

2.761560E+01

3.947400E+ol
7.043~60EA@o

6.267650E+01
6.60781OE-O2

4.535290E+OI
1.661700E-02
9.960550E+O0

8.17feeoE-02
1.146540E+O0
5.49182QE+01
6.671200E+01
7.223940E+OI
7.411080E+OI
1.343180E+OI
7.425480E+OI
l-324510E.ol

7.244E40E+O0

5.~15290E~Ol
1.036820E+O0
7.234t80E+Ol
7.164230E+01
5.820790E-01
7.9076CX3E+Ol
7.138700E+OI
4.5e0430E-02

-- - ------- --
2.800140E-06
8.511110E-07
4.409890E-04
1.577350E-03
4.5e5300E-03
4.309290E-02
4.91838C)E-05
1.371740E-02
4.266100E-0~
9.547570E-02
2.74591OE-O1
5.516620E-01
1.528310E+O0
3.737940E+O0
2.293970E+O0
2.511960E-04
3.C50290E-02
5.525609E+O0
I. I6741OE*O!
2.933e70E+oc?
6.8535e@E-03
2. 148880E+OI
3.730120E-03
1. 162480E-02
2.747360E-04
1. 137160E+01
1.761350E-03
2.784560E+OI
1.243080E-03
1.405030E-03
1.58e070E-02
3.934720E+OI
6.864S80E+C0
6.261340E+OI
6.643770E-02
1.954240E-02
4.574200E+OI
1.6C0230E-02
9.994680E+O0
2.573440E-02
8.199480E-02
1. I04310E+O0
5.5f8290E+Ol
6.709250E+OI
7.248I1OE+OI
7.463310E+Ot
1.32f060E+Of
7.501020E+01
1.38964CE-01
7.251960E+09
7.ln531cE-c3

9.928430E-03
5.450450E+OI
1. 107I6OE+OO
7.174770E+01
7.172390E+01
5.E18150E-01
7.814f10E+Ol
7.1515eoE+ol
4.648800E-02

L I02V58
----.-- ..- - -

2.800150E-06
8.511140E-07
4.409900E-04
1.577350E-03
4.5e5310E-03
4.309300E-02
4.918390E-05
1.371740E-02
4.266I1OE-O4
9.547570E-02
2.745910E-01
5.516620E-01
1.528310E+O0
3.737940E+O0
2.293970E+O0
2.511960E-04
3.05029CE-02
5.525600E+O0
1. 167420E+OI
2.933870E+O0
6.85359CIE-03
2.148e90E+Ol
3.730120E-03
1.162A80E-02
2.747360E-04
1.137160E+01
1.761350E-03
2.784560E+01
1.2430eoE-03
1.405030E-03
1.58e070E-02
3.934720E+01
6.864980E+O0
6.261340E+01
6.643770E-02
1.954250E-02
4.574200E+OI
1.600230E-02
9.994680E+O0
2.573440E-02
8.199490E-02
.l. f0431@E+O0
5.518290E+OI
6.709260E+OI
7.248I1OE+O1
7.463920E+Ot
f.321060E+Ol
7.501O2OE+O1
1.389650E-01
7.251970E+O0
7. I0532CE-03
9.?28440E-03

5.450450E+OI
1.107f60E+O0
7.174780E+OI
7.172390E+01
5.818160E-01
7.8141fOE+Of
7.151590E+01
4.648810E-02
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NUCLIDE
-- . . . . -

RU 100
RUIO1
RU 102
RU 103
RUI04
RU 105
RU 106
RH103
RHI05
PD lo4
PDI05
PD 106
FDI07
FD 108
PD 109
PDllo
PD112
AGI09
AGI 10
AG lgM
dGlij
CDIIO
CDII1
CDI12
CDI13
CDI14
CDi15
CD15M
CD I 16
IN115
SNI16
SNf17
SN118
SN119
SN 120
SN121
SN2 IM
SN122
SN123
SN124
SN125
SN126
S6121
SB122
SB123
S8124
SB125
SB 126
SB 127
SB128
SE129
TE122
TEt24
TE 125
TE25M
TE 125
TE127
TE27M
TE 128
TE129
TE2$3M
TE120
TE31M
TE132
TE134

TABLE XV (Cent)

INVENTDRY (*/CC) CALCULATED WITH THE FOLLOWING LIBRARIES
L84V4

------- -----

4.050600E+O0
6.426530E+OI
5.850700E+OI
5.B5652C?E+O0
3.338080E+OI
1 .5~5470E.02

9.920840E+O0
3.608580E+OI
1. f89080E-Of
6.604410E+O0
2.246060E+OI
5.6C9590E+O0
8.97B630E+O0
5.657CIOE+O0
9. I0795CE-03
1.595c70E+O0
1.244720E-03
2.QG9540E+ofj

3.746420E-01

2.543810E-@2
1.799f30E-01
7.884220E-ol
3.942690E-Of
1.380540E-02
5.367640E-01
1.319790E-03
4.025900E-03
1.970240E-01
1.289740E-01
7. ff9S80E-02
1.962250E-01
2,09!3840E-01

2.012750E-01
2.066930E-01
7.747930E-04
I.20931OE-O4
2.279500E-01
5.099400E-02
3.482140E-01
f.797870E-02
9.6312!OE-01
2.137C80E-01
1.005810E-04
2. 171900E-01
9.6096dOE-04
4.642980E-01
5.957120E-04
2.857720E-02
3.Q@6700E.04

5.949150E-03
2.ld2?8CE-03
?.235550E-C2
5. f175S@E-03
2. 1595QoE-~2

2.883510E-03
1. 179280E-ol
5.362000E+O0

2.533230E-01
2.009TOOE+OI
1.814600E-02
5.02Q170E-01

L102V4
----- - -... . .

4.050600E+O0
6.426670E+OI
5.850700E+01
5.856520E+O0
3.338080E+01
1.535470E-02
9.920840E+O0
3.6085BOE+OI
1. 189080E-01
6.6044fOE+O0
2.246060E+01
5.600590E+O0
B.978639E+O0
5.657010E+O0
9. I07950E-03
1.59607CE+O0
1.244720E-03
2.96B549ELO0
3.746420E-01

2.543810E-02
1.799130E-0$
7.88A220E-01
3.942690E-01
1.380540E-02
5.367640E-01
1.319790E-03
4.025900E-03
1.970240E-01
1.289740E-01
7. 1195BOE-02
1.962250E-01
2.090840E-01
2.012750E-01
2.066930E-01
7.747930E-04
1.200310E-04
2.279600E-01
5.099400E-02
3.48214QE-01
1.797aioE-02
9.631210E-01
2. f3i080E-01
1.005810E-04
2.t71900E-Ot
9.600640E-04
4.642980E-01
5.954~20E-04

2.857720E-02
3.906700E-04
5.35112CE-03
5.94915CE-03
2.1423S@E-03
7.23655C?E-02
5. 11756CIE-03
2. 15Q52QE-02
2.883510E-03

:
1
2
2
1
5
6

178280E-01
362000E+O0
353910E-03
533170E-Ot
009700E+01
8146wE-02
029170E-01
093320E-03

LI02V5A
------- -----

3.874060E+O0
6.407900E+OI
5.85211OE+OI
5.695370E+O0
3.306570E+Ot
1.493450E-02
9.872520E+O0
3.537600E+OI
1.124360E-01
6.376940E+O0
2.119B90E+01
6.048730E+O0
8.991960E+O0
5.491200E400
1.125010E-02
1.6292X2E+O0
1.590440E-03
3.694759E~O0

2.4~4110E-02

2.711340E-02
6.492350E-01
8.415250E-Of
4.838680E-01
1.337190E-02
5.990660E-01
1.320840E-03
4. 142040E-03
2.882640E-01
1.304790E-01
7.242350E-02
2.374370E-01
2.053750E-01
2.t85280E-01
2.136650E-01
8.218700E-04
2.127540E-04
2.704530E-01
1.597970E-02
4.46B230E-01
6.087610E-03
1.078750E+O0
2.235590E-01
1.044490E-04
2.469060E-01
1, 110580E-03
4.481520E-01
2.223290E-04
2.B46000E-02
3.049930E-04
5.7180COE-03
6.212730E-03
2.643810E-03
7.27884CE-02
2.878EeOE-03
9.668590E-03
2.829440E-03
1.203870E-01
5.142690E+O0
1.461860E-03
1.865570E-Ot
2.311470E+OI
2.3285QoE-02

5.096850E-01
6.333070E-03

LI02V5B
------ -. . . .-

3.874070E+O0
6.407900E+01
5.852110E+01
5.695380E+O0
3.306570E+OI
1.493460E-02
9.872540E+O0
3.5376fOE+Ol
1.124370E-01
6.376950E+O0
2.119890E+OI
6.048740E+oo
8.~91980E+oo

5.49I91OE+OO
1.125020E-02
1.629230E+O0
1.590440E-03
3.694770E+O0

2.464I1OE-O2
2.71 f350E-02
6.492360E-ol
8.4f5260E-01

4.838680E-01
1.337200E-02
5.990670E-01
1.320840E-03
4. 14205QE-03

2.882640E-01
1.304790E-01
7.242350E-02
2.374370E-01
2.053750E-01
2.185280E-01
2.136650E-01
8.218720E-04
2.127540E-04
2.704530E-01
1.597970E-02
4.468240E-01
6.087630E-03
1.078750E+O0
2.235590E-01
1.044500E-04
2.469060E-01
1. II0580E-03
4.481520E-01
2.22341OE-O4
2.846010E-02
3.049940E-04
5.71E020E-03
6.212730E-03
2.643@tOE-03
7.278840E-02
2.878680E-03
9.66861OE-O3
2.829450E-03
1.203870E-01
5.142700E+O0
1.461870E-03
1.8655BOE-01

2.311470E+OI
2.328590E-02
5.096860E-01

6.333080E-03
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NUCLIDE
-------

1127
1123
1
1
1’
1
1
1

XE
XE
XE

30
31
32
33
34
35
29
30
31

xE132
xE 133
XE33M
XE 134
xEf35
XE35M
XE 136
XE f37
XE138
c!j133
CS134
C’5135
CS136
CS137
CS 138
BA134
BA136
04137
BA138
BA139
BA140
BA141
EAt42
LA139
LA140
LA141
LA142
CE140
CE141
CE142
CE 143
cE 144
Pl?~41
PR142
PRf43
PQ145
NO142
ND143
ND 144
ND145
ND146
NOf47
NO148
NO 150
PMi47
PM148
pf4deM
PM149
PM151
SM147
SM148
SM149
SMi!jO
SM151
SM152
SM153
SM154

TABLE XV (Cent)

INVENTORY (*/CC) CALCULATED WITH THE FOLLOWING LIBRARIES
L84V4

------ -.----

2.081750E+O0
9.65Q130E+O0
4.O6691OE-C!4
8.5f9450E-Of

2.022270E-01

6.0(?2440E-02
4.597870E-02
f.4~2400E-of

3.082790E+01
5.989390E+OI
1.233310E+O0
7.357230E-02
9.438180E+OI
2.996150E-02

1.328770E+02

7.728950E+01
3.548530E+O0
2.850950E+OI
3.316P90E-02
7.71OO4OE+OI

5.692940E-01
4.919420E-01
1.265290E+O0
8.176360E+OI

2.679710E+O0

7.807750E+OI
3.553260E-01

7.3856BOE+OI
6.>5715~E+oQ

7.083330E+01
2.612980E-01
3.502630E+01
6.434310E+OI
2.l13~80E-03
2.559130E+QQ
3.18AP4QE-02
4.218530E-01
6.037960E+OI
3.515610E+OI
4.486570E+OI
3.8B8490E+01
8.471450E-01
2. 146450E+OI
9. l~3@loE+oo

1.657@40E+Ot
8.672S1OE-O2
1.869700E-01
f.219110E-01
2.234590E-C2
3.229020E+O0
4.303560E+O0
3.592100E-01
1.596170E+01
1.297700E+O0
6.573240E+O0
5.319640E-02
1.435990E+O0

L102V4
--- - - - --- .- -

2.0B1750E+O0
9.70691OE*OO
4.085920E-04
8.519450E-01
1.488490E-02
2.022270E-01
9.421880E-03
6.002440E-02
5.069940E-02
f.45771@E-of

3.083790E+01
5.98790QE+01
1.233370E+O0
7.359750E-02
9.396070E+OI
2.996140E-02
4.415000E-04
1.328770E+02
5.602700E-04
1.997080E-03
7.729120E+01
3.548530E+O0
2.850930E+OI
3.316880E-02
7.709990E+OI
4.773450E-03
5.692940E-01
4.919390E-01
1.265200E+O0
8.17561OE+O1
1.243630E-02
2.67971OE+OO
2.474250E-03
1.40588@E-03
7.80651OE+O1
3.553260E-01
3. f52140E-02
1.239050E-02
7.385660E+OI
6.357200E+03
7.081950E+01
2.6f299CE-Of
3.602E39E+OI
6.4~~:5@E+ol

2.l1259@E-03
2.569130E*O0
3.1848~@E-02
A.214169E-01
6.017960E+OI
3.515610E+01
4.486570E+01
3.8B8490E+OI
8.47i450E-Of
2.146450E+01
9. 1998tOE+O0
1.657040E+01
8.672810E-02
1,869700E-01
1.2I911OE-O1
2.234590E-02
3.229140E+O0
4.303700E+O0
3.5921OOE-O1
1.596170E+01
1.297630E+O0
6.S73240E+O0
5.319640E-02
1.435990E+o0

L I02V5A
--- ------- - -

2.029340E+O0
1.043510E+01
1.764710E-04
8.656430E-01
l,5178eOE-02
2.010040E-01
9.518570E-03
6.044859E-C2
5.059010E-@2
1.583730E-01
3.06980@E~Dl
6.136180E+OI
1.215830E+O0
f.545820E-02
9.617290E+OI
2.996270E-02
4.920810E-04
1.335370E+02
5.549780E-04
2.042880E-03
7.673430E+Of
4.006810E+O0
2.860950E+OI
3.702630E-02
7.652860E+OI
4.952240E-03
6.420170E-01
5.348920E-01
1.263180E+O0
8.153380E+OI
1.223230E-02
2.668540E+O0
2.439730E-03
1.382790E-03
7.68361OE+OI
3.539200E-01
3. f646fOE-02
1.228800E-02
7.34I71OE+OI
6.279000E+O0
7.01133CE+OI
2.581180E-01
3.592490E&Ol
6.35556CE~Ol
2.047@50E-03
2.534470E*O0
3.147330E-f32
4.090B90E-01
5.954970E+OI
3.501040E+@i
4.438590E+OI
3.84281OE+OI
8.418020E-Of
2.10335OE+OI
9. I02660E+O0
1.636200E’01
8.345470E-02
1.847390E-01
1.199630E-01
2.212420E-02
3.181720E+O0

4.191830E+O0
3.437980E-01
1.565020E+OI
1.282660E+O0
6.474560E+O0
5.255200E-02
1.403170E+O0

L I02V5B
------- . ----

2.029340E+O0
1.043510E+OI
1.764710E-04
8.656450E-01
1.517880E-02
2.O1OO4OE-O1
9.518580E-03
6.044850E-02
5.059020E-02
1.583730E-01
3.069800E+OI
6.136180E+OI
1.215830E+O0
1.545820E-02
9.617290E+01
2.996270E-02
4.920820E-04
1.335370E+02
5.549780E-04
2.042880E-03
7.673430E+Of
4.006810E+O0
2.860950E+01
3.702640E-02
7.652870E+OI
4,952250E-03
6.420170E-01

5.348920E-01
1.263180E+O0
8.153390E+OI
1.223230E-02
2.668540E+O0
2.439740E-03
1.382790E-03
7.683620E+OI
3.539200E-01
3.1646fOE-02
1.228600E-02
7.341710E+01
6.279010E+O0
7.011330E+OI
2.581180E-01
3.592490E+OI
6.355660E+01
2.@4785CE-03
2.534470E40
3.147340E-02
4.090890E-01
5.954980E+OI
3.501040E+01
4.438590E+OI
3.842810E+OI
8.418030E-01
2.10336OE+O1
9. I02660E+O0
1.636200E+OI
8.345480E-02
1.847390E-01
1. 199640E-01
2.212430E-02
3.181730E+O0

4.191830E+O0
3.437990E-01
1.565020E+01
1.282660E+O0
6.474570E+O0
5.255200E-02
1.403170E+O0
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NUCLIDE
-..--.-

EU151
EU153
EU154
EU155
EU156
EU157
GDf54
GD155
GO 156
GD157
GD158
GD159
GD 160
TB159
TB160
TBf6~
DV160
DY 161
DY 162
TL208
PB208
PB2 12
B1212
PQ2J6
RN220
RA224
TH228
TH231
TI-1232
TH233
PA231
PA232
PA233
PA234
Pb3h M

U232
U233
U234
U235
U236
U237
U238
U239

NP237
NP238
NF239
NP2d0
NP 4 Ohl
PU238
PU239
PU240
PU24 1
PU242
PU243
AM241
A!.!242
Ah142M
AM243
AM244
AM44M
ct.1242
C?.1243
CM244
CM245
CM246

TABLE XV (Cent)

INVENTORY (*/’CC) CALCULATED WITH THE FOLLDWING LIBRARIES
L84V4

--- . . . -. . . . .

2.229080E-03
4.492680E+O0
9.3790BOE-01
4.700170E-01
7.932460E-02
6.163910E-04
3.22i66CE-02
4.294630E-03
9.332430E-01
4.237210E-03
3.801370E-Of
2. 182080E-Od
2.586909E-02
5.965060E-02
1.402630E-03
3.854930E-04
2.026550E-03
9.538570E-03
5.96~680E-03
o.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
c.
o.
0.

::
0.
0.
u.

L I02VA
.- . . . - --- ---

2.229080E-03
4.492680E+O0
9.3790BOE-01
4.700170E-01
7.9324GOE-02
6.163910E-04
3.227660E-02
4.294630E-03
9.33243CE-01
4.237210E-03
3.801370E-01
2.182080E-04
2.586900E-02
5.965060E-02
1.402630E-03
3.854930E-04
2.02665CJE-03
9.538570E-03
5.964680E-03
0.
0.

::
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
v.
0.
0.

L lo2V5A
------- -----

2.203430E-03
4.627450E+O0
8.012BIOE-01
4.343150E-01
7.444370E-02
6.028530E-04
2.737900E-02
3.848460E-03
8.950770E-01
4.10595OE-O3
3.700790E-01
2. 143460E-04
2.549860E-02
5.853280E-02
1.392070E-03
3.764910E-04
2.015140E-03
9.284230E-03
5.833250E-03
o.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

::
0.
0.
0.

::
0.
0.
0.

LI02V5B
-----.- -----

2.203430E-03
4.627460E+O0
8.012820E-01
4.343160E-01
7.444380E-02
6.028560E-04
2.737900E-02
3.848470E-03
B.950780E-01
4. 10597OE-O3
3.700800E-01
2.143470E-04
2.549860E-02
5.853290E-02
1.392070E-03
3.764920E-04
2.015150E-03
9.284250E-03
5.833270E-03
o.
0.
0.
0.
0.

::
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0. 0. 0. 0.
1.9e5300E+Ol 1.985300E+ol 1.985300E+OI 1.985300E+01
1.892070E+03 1.892070E+03 1.892070E+03 1.892070E+03
2.393e40E*02
4.481GOOE-01
5.i21680E+04
2.806430E-02
1.326050E+OI
2.483790E-02
4.045800E+O0
2.034370E-05
3.4i4070E-06
1.527060E+O0
2.9S2040E+02
5.431520E+CI
3.412000E+OI
4.2@fi90E+O0
9.644220E-04
5.961R20E-01
9.757320E-04
6.2.13430E-03

3
1
9
7
7
3
9
2

!508550E-01
6E7620E-05
7 187GoE-@5
23221OE-O2
G~54@@E.04

669470E-02
025480E-04
823700E-05

2.393840E+02
4.4819COE-01
5.721680E+04
2.IY36439E-02
1.326050E+01
2.48379CE-02
4.045800E+O0
2.034370E-05
3.474070E-06
1.52i050E~O0
2.88204CE+02
5.43152@E~Ol
3.419090E~Ol
4.2o1799E+O0
9.64A220E-04
5.961920E-Ot
9.757320E-04
6.243430E-03
3.508550E-01
1.687620E-05
9.71876@E-06
7.232210E-02
7.905400E-04
3.669470E-02
9.00548CE-04
2.823700E-05

2.393840E+02
4.481900E-01
5.7216FOE+04
2.806432E-02
1.326050E+01
2.483790E-02
4.045800E+O0
2.034370E-05
3.474070E-06
1.527060E+O0
2.882040E~02
5.431520E+OI
3.419000E+01
4.201790E+O0
9.644220E-04
5.96!920E-01
9.757320E-04
6.243430E-03
3.508550E-01
1.68762CE-05
9.718760E-06
7.232210E-02
7.905400E-04
3.669470E-02
9.005490E-04
2.823iOOE-95

2.393840E+02
4.481760E-01
5.7216@OE+04
2.806430E-02
1.325340E+OI
2.493230E-02
4.045900E+O0
2.034420E-05
3.474160E-06
1.527900E+O0
2.882060E+02
5.431550E+OI
3.419000E+OI
4.20f700E+O0
9.643900E-04
5.960860E-01
9.71451@E-04
6.434770E-03
3.509t50E-01
1.446390E-05
9.822@70E-06
7.200290E-02
7.913460E-04
3.669860E-02
9.o16190E-04
2.830530E-05
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o The 252-day and 24.6-s states of AG-11O, designated respectively as

Ag-llOg and Ag-llOm in ENDF/B-IV, are reversed in designation in

ENDF/B-V; the Ag-109 neutron absorption branching fractions used in

their formation remain 95% to the ground state, resulting in a change

of designation and a lower inventory of the longer lived state. This

change is reflected in the increase in Cd-110 also.

o The 26% decrease in Te-129m is due to the 30% decrease in the Sb-129

decay branching fraction to Te-129m.

o The 79% decrease in Xe-133m is due to the 79% decrease in the I-133

decay branching fraction to Xe-133m.

o Decreases in Eu-154(15%), Gd-154(15%) and Gd-155(10%) are due largely

to the changes in the Eu-153 thermal cross section (50% decrease) and

resonance integral (5% increase).

o Cumulative yield fraction changes from ENDF/B-IV to ENDF/B-V have

resulted in notable inventory changes for Pd-109, Pd-112, Ag-109,

Cd-lIO, Cd-112, Cd-114, Cd-116, Sn-117, Sn-121m, Sn-122, Sn-123,

Sn-124, Sn-125, Sb-124 Sb-126, Sb-128, Te-124, Te-126, Te-131m, and

1-120. The inventory changes for these 20 nuclides and their ENDF/B-

IV and ENDF/B-V cumulative yield fractions are given in Table XVI.

o Large inventory changes for some higher actinide nuclides have been

observed because of order-of-magnitudedecreases in some actinide

cross sections.

The thorium-cycle nuclides Th-231-U-233 and U-232 decay products Tl-208-

Th-228 have zero concentrations in these uranium cycle fuel calculations, al-

though traces of these nuclides may be generated from higher actinide decay.

Work is in progress on a new ENDF/B-V based actinide library describing the

production and decay of 144 actinide nuclides covering the range Hg-206-

Fm-258.53
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TABLE XVI

COMPARISON OF ENDF/B-IV AND ENDF/B-V CUMULATIVE YIELD FRACTIONS

NUCLIDE

--.----

PD 109
PDlf2
AGI09
cDf 10
CD112
CDI14
CD116
SNI17
<N
SIN
SN
SN
SN
SB
SB

21M
22
23
211
25
24
26

SB129
TE 124
TE 126
TE131M

1130

U235(THERM)
V4 V5

-,----- ------

3.00-4 3.44-4
1.27-4 !.60-4
3.00-4 3.44-4
5.4-11 2.54-9
1.28-4 f.61-4
i.13-4 f.40-4
f.C5-4 1.62-4
1.09-2 1.03-4
5.95-8 2.22-B
1.33-6 J.53-4
8.92-5 2.88-5
2.20-4 2.59-4
2.96-4 1.23-4
6.17-8 1.24-7
8.82-5 7.87-5
i.lo-4 f,f7-4
6.f7-8 1.24-7
5.79-4 5.56-4
3.63-3 3.86-3
2.35-6 2.07-6

U238(FAST)
V4 V5

----- ---- ---

2.83-3 2.64-3
5.13-4 6.50-4
2.8?-3 2.64-3
9.8-13 8.8-11
5.~-f4 6.50-4
4.11-4 3.93-4
3.90-4 4.16-4
3.61-4 3.67-4
3.03-9 1.38-9
3.68-4 3.76-4
1.98-4 4.88-5
4.3A-4 4.A3-4
5.40-4 f.22-4
!.69-9 5.4-10
9.79-5 6.69-5
3.94-5 1.73-5
1.50-9 5.4-10
6.98-4 6.38-4
f.39-4 2.59-3
4.80-9 8.43-9

PU239(THERM)
V4 V5

------ ----- .

1.41-2 t.88-2
i.07-3 1.33-3
1.41-2 1.88-2
2.41-8 3.83-7
1.07-3 1.33-3
4.68-4 6.06-4
3.43-4 4.95-4
3.43-4 5.63-4
3.45-7 3.61-7
3.80-4 5.02-4
4.25-4 7.02-5
5.49-4 8.77-A
~.25-4 3.66-d
8.63-7 8.22-7
3.05-4 3.92-4
9.43-4 6.52-4
8.64-7 8.22-7
2.00-3 2.71-3
6.49-3 1.08-2
5.88-5 5.40-5

PU241(THERM)
V4 V5

---- .- ------

2.28-2 1.91-2
2.30-3 2.31-3
2.28-2 1.91-2
3.61-8 2.46-8
2.30-3 2.31-2
7.55-4 7.25-4
3.00-4 2.86-4
2.62-4 2.54-4
2.88-8 ~.54-0
2.36-4 2.35-4
1.25-4 3.14-5
2.93-4 2.92-4
4.16-4 2,1f-4
f.45-8 1.25-8
1.09-4 1.08-4
7.26-5 6.85-4
1.45-8 1.25-8
7.7i-4 7.66-4
2.59-3 ~.08-2
!5.64-7 1.68-5

INVENTORY
CHANGE, %
------ ---

+ 24
+ 28
+ 24
+261
+ 23
+ t2
+ 46
+ 21
+ 77
+ 19
- 69
+ 16

3
+ 16
- 63
- 22
+ 23
- 55
+ 28
- 57
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